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This work is concerned with a method for describing liquid-

phase fugacities in order to predict high-pressure vapor-liquid

equilibrium of systems containing supercritical components.

A solution theory is formulated to provide expressions for

the change in fugacity of components of a multicomponent fluid due

to any change in the state of the system in terms of integrals of

the statistical mechanical direct correlation function. (These

integrals are known to be insensitive to the exact details of the

intermolecular forces for dense fluids and hence a simple empirical

model is proposed to describe them which is based on fluid structure,

but ensures that the numerical calculations are tractable and rapid.

The model has only two parameters for each pure component and a binary

interaction parameter for each pair of components. The results are

relatively insensitive to the value of the latter, thus essentially

predicting the results of mixtures from pure component information.;

Application of the model to pure liquids yields a good equation

of state for liquids, but more importantly provides a means of parameter

determination.



The method provides an excellent description of the nonideality

of gas-solvent liquid mixtures including even those with highly polar

solvents like water, methanol, ammonia and m-cresol. Therefore, if

Henry's constant of the gas and the molar volume and pressure of the

solvent are available at any temperature, the method provides good

predictions of vapor-liquid equilibrium at elevated pressures.

The method also relates Henry's constants of a solute in two

different solvents. Investigations indicate that although these are

more sensitive to the binary parameter using the single temperature

independent value describes the temperature variation of Henry's

constant very well. This method allows for instance a reasonable

correlation of methane solubility in n-decane using the methane

solubility in water. It is also used to correlate the vapor-liquid

equilibrium of hydrogen in various coal oils using the solubility of

hydrogen in quinoline. The method also gives good predictions for

Henry's constants in mixed solvents except for some aqueous solutions.

All the above results are used to formulate the approach to

the general problem, i.e., the arbitrary multicomponent system

containing many solutes and solvents. For this purpose at a given

temperature the input data required are the molar volumes and vapor

pressures of the pure solvents, the matrix of Henry's constants of

the solutes in the pure solvents (some of which may be determined as

above), and the excess volume of the solute-free solvent mixture.

The formulation is tested on the n-butane-n-decane-methane system

and the results are quite good when a slight, but reasonable

adjustment is made in the solvent volumetric data. This precludes



a definite statement, but overall indications are that the formulation

is valid for all multicomponent systems.

Finally, a method is proposed to calculate phase equilibrium

by treating the solvent mixture as a pseudo-component. This is very

useful for gas solubility in uncharacterized, complex solvent mixtures,

Investigations of the n-butane-n-decane-methane ternary indicates that

this is likely to be a viable approach.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Design of processing equipment requires reliable phase equilibrium

data. Experimental data are scarce and hence predictions must be made

in many cases. At present, there is no method which can predict high

pressure vapor-liquid equilibrium for systems containing complex

substances, such as water, methanol, and m-Cresol. This work is an

attempt to provide such a method. It requires a small amount of data

as a basis and is applicable to all types of systems containing at

least one supercritical component.

A thermodynamic analysis of multicomponent equilibrium shows

that at equilibrium the fugacity of each component is the same in all

phases. Thus all methods which predict phase equilibrium attempt to

calculate the fugacity in terms of the measurable variables that

characterize the phase. Methods that predict vapor-liquid equilibrium

can, in general, be divided into two categories: those that use the

same model or equation for both phases and those that use separate

equations for each phase.

The first category is best represented by methods that use

empirical equations of state and by corresponding states methods.

Fugacities can be written in terms of Pressure-Volume-Temperature-

Composition (P-v-T-X) relationships of a fluid mixture. "'• Equations

of state provide these relationships and hence the vapor-liquid



equilibrium can be calculated. There have been applications of this

2 3
approach to mixtures containing nonpolar and slightly polar substances '

which have met with some success. The drawbacks of the method are that

the equations of state contain many constants, some of which are

temperature dependent, and that the mixing rules for obtaining mixture

constants contain some parameters that require binary or higher order

data for their evaluation. But if the extensive data required for

parameter evaluation is available, equation of state methods can

provide reliable estimates of properties for multicomponent systems.

Corresponding states methods are actually a special case of

equations of state; this method employs the principle of corresponding

states to write properties of a mixture in terms of the properties of

a reference fluid. The method can normally characterize substances

using fewer parameters than equation-of-state methods as many

4 5
researchers in the area have shown. ' However, it works well only

for mixtures containing substances which are similar to the reference

substance.

The dominant weakness of the methods described above is that they

attempt to describe the fluid in the two-phase region. The expression

for the fugacity of a component involves an integration from zero

density to the density of the phase, at constant temperature and

composition. Therefore, the integration path for the calculation of

liquid-phase fugacities goes through the two-phase region of the fluid.

The quantitative description of a fluid in this region is difficult

when the fluid contains similar substances; when the substances of

the mixture are very different from each other (for example, hydrogen



and decane) this difficulty is greatly increased. Thus it has been

proposed that the equation of state description be retained for the

vapor phase, but that the liquid phase be described in terms of

departures from some conveniently chosen reference state.

In the following discussion we will be quite brief, describing

in detail only those aspects where our approach is different from

the one conventionally adopted by chemical engineers. (The reader

is referred to Prausnitz' book on fluid-phase equilibria for a more

complete discussion.) Also, we assume that the vapor-phase properties

can be calculated by methods already existing in the literature and

confine ourselves to a discussion of the liquid phase.

Adopting the concept of using a liquid reference state we can

derive a well-defined thermodynamic expression for the fugacity of

any component in a liquid mixture as the product of an ideal value

and a factor; the factor, by definition, takes into account devia-

tions from the ideal value. The common practice among chemical

engineering thermodynamicists has been to calculate this nonideality

factor by invoking a two-step thermodynamic process. Normally this

is a change in composition at constant pressure followed by a change

in pressure at constant composition, but other variations may be

taken. Thus we can write.

fWT,P,x) = [-^1 X,

^ V. (T,P,x)

yC(T,P\x) exp^l -^-^^ dP

P

(1-1)

where the whole quantity in square brackets is the nonideality factor,

Y. being the composition correction factor, and the exponential term



(the familiar Poynting correction factor) being the pressure correction

factor. Unlike Prausnitz we write the reference quantity explicitly

as (f./x.) . The implications of this are discussed more fully in

Chapter 2. Here, it is sufficient to say that this form arises

naturally from a fundamental derivation and that it is very flexible.

For instance, it goes to the pure liquid fugacity in the case of a

pure liquid reference state, and to Henry's constant for a component

at infinite dilution. Also, any mixed solvent reference state can

be handled without modification.

Equation (1-1) has been shown to be a propitious representation

for systems at low pressure where the composition term is dominant.

In fact, the work of Prausnitz and coworkers and Fredenslund and

coworkers has shown that a large array of liquid nonideality can

be predicted to sufficient accuracy using relatively few parameters

based on a large data set. However, the situation is different for

high pressure systems because the Poynting correction becomes

relatively large and must be accounted for accurately. The way

some researchers have attacked the problem is by using some correla-

tion to evaluate the Poynting correction and proposing a plausible

but essentially empirical model for the composition nonideality.

The parameters in the composition nonideality (Gibbs excess free

energy) model are then fitted, and subsequently generalized, by

using experimental high-pressure vapor-liquid equilibrium data.

Q

Prausnitz and Chueh achieved a large degree of success by this

approach to nonpolar systems.



Interestingly though, an examination of the actual values of

the composition and pressure correction terms shows that for most

systems the composition term is less than unity while the pressure

correction is greater than unity, and that the total correction is

relatively close to unity; sometimes less, but more often greater

than unity. For example, in the carbon monoxide-benzene binary

the total nonideality correction for carbon monoxide is within a

few percent of unity (< 4%) over a large range of liquid conditions

in spite of a relatively large Poynting correction (up to 30%)

.

Therefore, from an engineering point of view it seems advantageous

to calculate the total change from the same model. To this end

we write

f^(T,P,x) = — x.Y.(T,P,x;P'',x'^) (1-2)
1 — X. 11 — '—

where y. (which we call the activity coefficient) is precisely

equivalent to the term in square brackets in Equation (1-1). In

Equation (1-2) we explicitly indicate that the activity coefficient

is a function of the reference state since, of course, it must go

to unity at the reference state.

In principle, the quantity Y- can be calculated by any derivative

equation of state. One particular derivative equation of state is

9provided by the solution theory of Kirkwood and Buff formulated in

By a derivative equation of state we mean an equation or set
of equations which provides the partial derivatives of any thermo-
dynamic quantity with respect to each of the basis variables.



terms of direct correlation function integrals; here we have the

matrix of isothermal partial derivatives of the chemical potential

of all components of the system with respect to each of the com-

ponent number densities. In this work we investigate the value of

this theory as a means of predicting deviations from ideality of

high-pressure liquid mixtures including those containing components

with complex intermolecular forces.

Actually the theory provides a more complete description of

liquid mixtures than is implied by Equation (1-2) . Consider a

binary mixture of a supercritical component S^ and a subcritical

component S^. The most convenient reference state for this system

is pure S^— the so-called unsymmetric convention. For this system

it would seem that the theory does not say anything about (f./x )^

(= H^2» Henry's constant). It turns out however that if we knew

Henry's constant of S^ in any other solvent at the same temperature

we could, in principle, calculate H . In fact, we show that this

can be done to sufficient accuracy in many cases (for example,

hydrogen in various coal oils). This means that Henry's constant

of a solute in any solvent can be considered a "pure component"

fugacity since although it is defined with respect to one particular

solvent, its value in any other solvent—or solvent mixture for that

matter—can be calculated.

Finally, this work represents an attempt to use statistical

mechanics to describe the complex systems encountered in chemical

processing. Previously, Rogers and Prausnitz have shown that the



11,12
Barker and Henderson perturbation theory together with the

Kihara model of the intermolecular pair potential can be used to

give good predictions for systems containing essentially spherically

13
symmetric interactions. Gubbins and coworkers have attempted to

incorporate angle dependent intermolecular forces into their

description of fluid systems and show, using a perturbation theory,

that many curious liquid properties can be predicted. But while

these investigations have produced results of theoretical interest,

they have not been applied practically. This is largely because

of the computer time involved: Rogers and Prausnitz indicate that

it took between 4 and 7 minutes to calculate a typical binary

equilibrium point on a CDC 6600 computer. We have overcome this

difficulty by formulating the problem in terms of quantities that

are known to be insensitive to the exact nature of the intermolecular

14
forces in a fluid (see Gubbins and O'Connell ). Thus, we have

been able to obtain results of practical significance while using

a relatively simple and tractable model.

Chapter 2 contains all the formalism of this work. It begins

with a description of the derivative solution theory for this

particular application and then goes on to show how quantities of

interest can be expressed in terms of direct correlation function

integrals. We also show the many advantages of using temperature

and component number density as the set of thermodynamic basis

variables. In Chapter 3 we describe the model we employ for the

direct correlation function integrals. Chapter 4 discusses the

application of the model to the isothermal compressibility of



pure fluids; this is one means of parameter determination. The

application of the method to high-pressure, binary, gas-solvent

systems is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Finally, in Chapter 7

we propose a general method to predict high-pressure vapor-liquid

equilibrium for multicomponent systems and discuss some of the

problems that arise when there is more than solvent in the system.
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CHAPTER 2

THERMODYNAMICS AND THE DIRECT CORRELATION FUNCTION
SOLUTION THEORY FOR LIQUID PROPERTIES

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced the idea that it might

be advantageous to evaluate all deviations from ideality (due to

changes in pressure and composition) by a single model. This

chapter shows how a solution theory may be employed for this

purpose. We develop the formalism which gives the change in the

fugacity of any component in the system due to a change in the

state of the system. We note some of the desirable features of

the representation before going into the details of the derivation.

a. The method employs temperature and component number

density as the basis variables. Experience with applied statistical

mechanics indicates that this set of variables is of fundamental

significance. Also, and perhaps more importantly, the variables

are completely independent of each other, simplifying the mathematical

manipulation. (Contrast the situation with the use of mole fraction

as part of the basis set; in this case the constraint on the sum of

the mole fractions makes it impossible to take a partial derivative

of any quantity with respect to one mole fraction holding all the

other mole fractions constant.)

10
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b. The formalism expresses quantities of interest in terms

of direct correlation function integrals. These integrals have been

shown by many authors to be very insensitive to orientation dependent

and nonconformal intermolecular forces in a fluid in the dense fluid

region. Gubbins and O'Connell have shown that if the temperature

and density are suitably reduced the direct correlation function

integrals of substances as different as Argon and water can be

2 3
superimposed. Brelvi and O'Connell ' have demonstrated that in

the liquid region the direct correlation function integrals of a

wide variety of substances are insensitive to temperature and may

be correlated on the basis of a size parameter only. Thus, it seems

likely that a relatively simple model for the direct correlation

function integrals will yield an accurate description of real systems.

Section 2 describes the solution theory and the quantities

involved. Section 3 derives thermodynamic equations for calculating the

nonideality of general multicomponent systems. Finally, in Section 4

we discuss some ramifications of taking the approach.

2.2 Statistical Thermodynamic Formalism. Derivation and
Discussion of Fundamental Equations

This section shows how density fluctuations in open systems

may be used to derive expressions for fluctuation quantities in terms

of direct correlation function integrals. The major content of this

A 5section has been reported previously ' but we repeat it in order

to emphasize some points of interest.

Consider an open, homogeneous, n-component system defined

by the variables temperature, chemical potential of the n components,

and total volume (T,1J,V; throughout this report we denote vectors



12

by an underline). We define a singlet number density p. (R, ) as

the time-averaged density of molecular centers of type i at the

position R.. . Note that the density is averaged over all orienta-

tions in the case of structured particles since we only consider

the location of the center of the molecule. In similar fashion

(2)we define the pair number density p . . (R^ , R ) as the average

density of molecular pairs of type i at position R and type j at

R^. Integration of p^ (R ) and p.. (R ,R ) over the volume of the

system gives, by definition, the time-averaged number of particles

and the time-averaged number of i-j pairs in the system. Therefore,

p^-'-^R^) dR^ = <N.> (2-1)

V V

pf^^(R,,R„) dR-dR„ = <N,N.> - 6..<N.> (2-2)
ij -1-2-1-2 i J ij X

where the usual notation has been used for a time-averaged quantity

and 6.. is the Kronecker delta.

A useful quantity that gives an indication of the interaction

between the particles of the system is the pair correlation function

or the radial distribution function. It is defined as.

Pi (Ri) Pj (R2)

This function can very easily be shown to be the normalized conditional

probability of finding particle j at R„ given that particle i is at R,

.
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In a homogeneous system p. (Ri ) is independent of the position

R^ and is equal to the average number density of species i. Hence,

from here on we simply refer to the quantity as p . . Also, the pair

correlation function depends only on the scalar distance R (=|R.i-Ro1)

between R. and R„. Thus we can write,

r . . <N.N.> - <N.><N.> 6.

.

k\ (glfw-lHR- ^j,.><,.>^
' -^ (2-4)

The notation of the radial distribution function in Equation (2-4)

(2)
has been simplified; g.. (R) gives the normalized probability of finding

a particle of type j at a distance R from a particle of type i. We also

note that Equation (2-4) gives an indication of the interaction of the

particles of the system. If there is no interaction, then

<N.N.> = <N.><N.>
1 J 1 J

and the right hand side of Equation (2-4) is zero except for a

negligible contribution from the second term when i = j. In this

case g..(R) = 1. However, in all cases of interest the interaction
ij

between particles is significant. It has been usual to approximate

the total interaction energy between particles as the sum of inter-

actions of all molecular pairs. This pair interaction is dependent

only on the relative separation, and possibly orientation, of the

molecules of the pair. Figure (2-1) shows the quantitative form

of a spherically symmetric pair potential and of the resulting
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radial distribution function. We do not explicitly consider a pair

potential in this work—and in fact the equations derived in this

chapter are independent of any assumptions like pairwise additivity

—

but it is useful to visualize properties as resulting from interactions

of this form.

An equation similar to Equation (2-4) but containing thermo-

dynamic variables can be derived from statistical mechanics. Consider

the statistical mechanical construct of the grand canonical ensemble

(precisely the same as the open system we have already defined) . We

can write the probability that the n-coraponent system will contain

Nt,N„...N molecules of the n species as
1 2 n

k?,Vi
e ^ Q(T,V,N ,. . .N )

P(N.,N„,...N^) = = 2_ (2-5)
i z n ::.

where Q and H are the canonical and grand canonical partition functions

defined by

-H/KT ^ N_, N
2 dp dq

-h I ^i^i

(2-6)

N N N

Q(T,V,N^,...N^)

From the probability expressions the average number of particles

and particle pairs can be written as
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<N.> = I N P(N ,...N )

12 n

KT 3 =

<N.N.> = y N.N. P(N, ,. ..N )

N N N
1' 2'***

n

2 2
(KT) d E

1 J

(KT)2 9(<Ni> S/'^T)

(2-7)

8,.

From Equations (2-4) and (2-8) we get

Since V is held constant we can write the above equation as

^-- '

I (2)
= x.x. p (g::^(R)-l)dR + X.6. . (2-10)

p t9y /KTj 1 J J iJ - 1 iJ

Equation (2-10) is the basic equation of the Kirkwood-Buf

f

4 7 8solution theory. A few authors ' have attempted to apply this

equation by employing elementary thermodynamic relations to express
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composition derivatives of the chemical potential at constant

temperature and pressure in terms of functions involving integrals

over the radial distribution function. This approach has led to

enormous equations of intractable complexity and very few practical

results. Further, since the radial distribution function is generally

a long ranged correlation, integrals of the form of (2-4), (2-9) and

(2-10) diverge at the critical point. Therefore, it would be desirable

to express Equation (2-10) in terms of some function which is the

inverse of the radial distribution function (or matrix inverse in the

case of multicomponent systems) and yet obtain a simple tractable

result. Fortunately this can be accomplished by defining a function

called the pair direct correlation function, c(r).

g-j^o.R) - 1 E c^2)(o^p^) + I Pk
j 4k ^^>h^ [g-f (R.Ri) - ildR^

(2-11)

The function we have defined is very similar to the one defined

Q
by Ornstein and Zernike. The only difference between the two is that

we use the angle averaged radial distribution whereas the original

definition contains the actual, orientation dependent quantity; of

course, in the limiting case of a fluid with spherically symmetric

interactions the two definitions are identical. However, previous

results ' indicate that integration of Equation (2-11) over R yields

the same results as integrating the original equation over orienta-

tion and separation. Apparently in dense fluids, the angular

indirect correlations (contributions from the integral in Equation

(2-11)) are unimportant and the integrals over the second term on
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the right hand side are separable. We reiterate here that this whole

work is based on this rather surprising result. Thus, from this point

on we assume that all contributions from particle correlations can be

modelled as arising from spherically symmetric interactions.

The qualitative form of the direct correlation function is

shown in Figure 2-1. It is quite difficult to give a physical

interpretation to this correlation function (see Percus for an

indepth discussion) . For the purposes of this chapter we assume

that this function is one whose integral is easily modellable.

Thus, any approach which expresses quantities of interest in terms

of direct correlation function integrals could be implemented

practically.

We now go back, to the derivation at hand. Integrating

Equation (2-11) over all R, gives

J

(gi^^O,R)-l)dR = p j
C^^)(Q^^)^^ ^ ^ ^^

(2)

(g^f
(0'Ri)-l)dR3^

I . .
= C . . + y C . , X, H, .

ij ij
1^

ik k kj
(2-12)

where H.. and C.. are the integrals over the total correlation func-

(2)tion (g:y(R)-l) and the direct correlation function respectively.

In matrix notation Equation (2-12) can be written as

H = C + C X H (2-13)
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where H and C are the matrices whose elements are H. . and C..

respectively, and X is a diagonal matrix with X. . equal to the

mole fraction of the ith component, x.. Equation (2-13) can be

written as

I+HX=(I-CX)-'" (2-14)

Equation (2-10) can also be written in matrix notation as

X(l 4- H C) = A where A = ^ (^^j (2-15)

Equations (2-14) and (2-15) can be combined to give

(I - C X)X ' = A
*"

(2-16)

-1 r9M./KT.
where (A ) . .

= p\-;r^ (2-17)

and therefore the individual elements of Equation (2-16) are

9y./KT^ 6.. c.

For any isothermal change, the Gibbs-Duhem equation is

(2-18)

dP = [ p. dp.

Therefore, we can write
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f9P/KTl , V

Equations (2-18) and (2-19) are the only two basic equations

that we use. In the next section we show that a simple thermodynamic

approach can be used to calculate the change in properties of a system

due to an isothermal change in the measurable variables.

2.3 Derivation of Thermodynamic Equations

If any theory is to be applied in practical situations, it

must express properties of interest in terms of convenient measurable

variables. For the description of chemical processes these convenient

variables are temperature, pressure, and mole fraction of the com-

ponents of the system. But Equations (2-18) and (2-19) are most

easily used if the system is described in terms of temperature,

and number density of the n components. Also, from the point of

view of a model for the direct correlation function integrals

(Chapter 3), the most appropriate set of variables is temperature

and component number density. The way we reconcile these two

requirements is to use the theory to calculate the change in

component number density due to a change in pressure and composi-

tion, then changes in other thermodynamic properties are calculated.

Some authors have attempted to use the equations of the

type derived in the previous section by writing infinite series

expansions (involving higher order correlation functions) about a

reference point in the solution. Here, our approach is different.

We assume that we have available a method of calculating the second
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order correlation functions for all conditions of the fluid. Thus

we obtain expressions which do not involve correlation functions

other than second order.

Consider a n-component, homogeneous fluid in an arbitrary

reference state characterized by temperature, pressure, mole fraction

of the n components, and specific volume (note that the system is

overspecified since, according to the phase rule, it has only n+1

degrees of freedom). We now wish to use the equation developed in the

previous section to calculate the change in properties when the fluid

state is changed isothermally to some other pressure and composition.

Let us denote reference state and final state properties by the

superscripts 'r' and 'f respectively. Define a dummy variable t

such that for all components

p^(t) = P^ + (P^ - p^)t i=l,...n (2-20)

The variable t operates in a similar fashion to the extent of reaction

used in the thermodynamics of reaction equilibria.

We can now evaluate the change in any thermodynamic quantity

Q, a function of T,p, due to a change in the system from the initial

to the final state as a change due to variable t changing from to 1.

Thus

,
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«^-Q'-= fa.

j/i

(2-21)

Therefore for the change in pressure we get.

I X C..(T,£(t))
j=l ^ ^

dt (2-22)

Note here that we have changed over from a molecular to a molar

representation thus replacing K by R. We use the same symbol for

molecular and molar density since this causes little or no confusion.

In practice it is easier to deal with the fugacity than with

12
the chemical potential. Thus we rewrite Equation (2-18) as

8)lnf .

9p
j 'T,pm

<:. . c.
111. _ -11
p,- p

(2-23)

From Equations (2-21) and (2-23) we get

£n f: - £n f . = £n -^ -
X 1 r

P.

^ C..(T,p(t))
f _r, 12 -

I (P - Pj)

J
P(t)

dt (2-24)

Therefore,
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ff 1 f ^

£n f
f

= £nN + £n xf + £n ^- -
[

I (P - p!) -^
C (T,£(t))

P(t)
(2-25)

Equation (2-25) is precisely in the form of Equation (1-2). Now

if a problem is formulated in terms of T-P-x, it is easy to see that

Equation (2-22) can be used to solve iteratively for the final total

density and then Equation (2-25) can be used to calculate the change

in fugacity of all components. Appendix C describes the numerical

method we have developed to implement the procedure.

2.4 Discussion

The above development shows that if direct correlation function

integrals can be predicted reliably as a function of temperature and

component number density, deviations from ideality can be accurately

calculated. However, this method is new and thus will be unfamiliar

to most readers. Therefore in this section we discuss some of the

features of the approach.

First, Figure 2-2 is a qualitative representation of our

approach to the calculation of the activity coefficient of a com-

ponent in a binary mixture. Here, the reference state has

arbitrarily been chosen as pure 2. The integration path we have

adopted is a straight line in the p^ -
p^ plane connecting the

initial and final states. For comparison we also show the integra-

tion path corresponding to a method conventionally used. We note

here that the calculation does not increase in complexity as the

number of components in the system increase. We also note that

although Equations (2-22) and (2-25) may look formidable actual
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Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of the calculation
of the activity coefficient and comparison
with conventional calculation
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calculations are easy to perform. The solution procedure we have

adopted is stable and quite fast; on the average it takes about

one-tenth of a second to calculate a typical binary equilibrium

point on the Amdahl computer at the University of Florida.

Second, we note that the equations are simple in form and

independent of the reference state chosen. For a pure component

reference state f./x. is f . (T ,P ) ; for infinite dilution the

quantity f./x. becomes Henry's constant. Further, the model and

equations are precisely of the same form for any reference state.

Recall that for methods involving the Gibbs excess free energy

different models are required—or perhaps more accurately, the

same model must be normalized differently. Probably of most value,

the representation of infinite dilution of a component in a mixed

solvent does not pose any problems; in fact, as we show below, it

provides some useful requirements on the parameters.

Third, since the model provides a complete description of

any change of state of a system, there can be only one reference

state for all components. Any other reference state will be either

redundant or inconsistent. If the system consists of many super-

critical species and one subcritical substance, then the most

convenient (unique) reference state is the pure saturated sub-

critical, i.e., all the supercritical species at infinite dilution

in the subcritical specie. For this system the above development

can be used in a straightforward manner to calculate properties

of interest. But now consider the case of two subcritical (solvent)
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substances in the system. Here we would have information about both

of the states containing pure solvents. But the model can be used

to calculate the properties in one solvent from those in the other.

Thus, as stated earlier, the properties in the second solvent are

either redundant or inconsistent. We show in later chapters that

the inconsistency can be used for parameter determination; in any

case this inconsistency must be removed.

Further, consider a system with a supercritical substance S.

and two subcritical substances, S and S„. As we have shown, the model

can be used to calculate the ratio of Henry ' s constants of S in pure

S„, H and of S^ in pure S„, H by going from pure S„ as the initial

state to pure S as the final state. In similar fashion we can calculate

the same ratio by taking the reverse path. Now, because of the nonexact

nature of the model, if the final state is specified in terms of pressure,

these ratios will not be equal and the innate symmetry of the system will

be lost. However, if the final state is specified in terms of total

number density the symmetry will be retained since the two ratios will

always be equal. The symmetry requirement is more than an esthetic

consideration. This is shown by adding another subcritical substance

S, to the system. Now we can show that if we have good predictions for

the ratios involving solvents S„ and S_, and for S„ and S,, then the

symmetry insures that we have a good prediction for the ratio involving

S„ and S,. More importantly, we can now predict Henry's constant of

S in the mixed solvent; here, of course, we would require the mixed

solvent density, or, in more familiar terms, the excess volume of mixing

of the mixed solvent state.
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A final point we wish to make is that although solvent-solvent

nonidealities can, in principle, be predicted from the model, a severe

small-difference-of-large-numbers problem is encountered and thus the

prediction is very unreliable. Therefore, in the implementation of

the approach on a general n-component system while we use the theory

to calculate the reference state (solute-free mixed solvent) fugacities

of the supercritical components, the reference state fugacities of the

solvents are assumed to be input data. We expect however that solvent

reference fugacities will be calculable by already existing methods.
-"-^

Most of the considerations in this chapter will be pursued

in greater depth in later chapters. The discussion given here should

only be considered a preview.
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CHAPTER 3

TWO-PARAMETER MODEL FOR DIRECT CORRELATION
FUNCTION INTEGRALS IN LIQUIDS

This chapter describes the model we have developed to

describe all the pair direct correlation function integrals of

a multicomponent liquid. The parameters required are a charac-

teristic temperature T and a characteristic volume V for each

component of the system and a binary interaction parameter for

all unlike pairs. Section 3.1 describes the pure fluid model and

Section 3.2 shows how the pure fluid model is extended to mixtures.

3.1 Pure Fluid Model

Three considerations went into the choice of the model for

the pure fluid direct correlation function integrals:

i) The works of Gubbins and O'Connell, and Brelvi and

2 3
O'Connell ' have shown that this quantity can be modeled easily.

Thus, we expect that some form of two-parameter corresponding

states theory would provide an adequate description.

ii) Fundamental statistical mechanics research on perturbation

4-6
theories has shown that in the dense liquid region correlation

functions are predominantly determined by repulsive forces. These

in turn can be approximated as hard sphere interactions with a

condition dependent hard sphere size.

28
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iii) We would like to have a pure fluid representation which

allows easy extension to the mixture case.

For a pure fluid, Equation (2-19) becomes

1-C = \—^— I
=

^j^ pT,
- reduced isothermal (3-1)

compressibility9p J^ pK^RT

Also for the virial expansion for the compressibility factor

we obtain

'
' = 1 + 2B„p + 3B„p + ... (3-2)

9p J^
-

• -2^ -"3'

where B is the second virial coefficient, B_ is the thjrq virial

coefficient and so on.

We now propose that an expression for the pure fluid direct

correlation function integrals which is consistent with the above

considerations is

1-C = 1-c''^ + 2p(B2 - B^^) (3-3)

hs
where C is the direct correlation function of a hard sphere fluid

hs
and B„ is the second virial coefficient of the hard sphere fluid.

(This form of expression has been used before. )

Equation (3-3) is in qualitative agreement with consideration

(ii) since at high density the dominant contribution to C will be

hs
from C . We have replaced the hard sphere second virial coefficient
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by the actual second virial coefficient since at normal conditions

the second virial coefficient is negative, i.e., the attractive

forces outweigh the repulsive forces. This can be considered a way

of accounting for the attractive forces.

Equation (3-3) also satisfies consideration (iii) since it

can very easily be generalized to mixtures. The Carnahan-Starling

equation provides an accurate estimate of direct correlation

function integrals in hard sphere mixtures. The second virial

coefficient is a two-body term and hence is the same, in principle,

in the mixture as in the pure fluid. Of course, some method must be

used to calculate the cross second virial coefficients.

We now assert that consideration (i) justifies a postulate

that :

a. The reduced hard sphere diameter is some universal

function of reduced temperature and reduced density, and

b. The reduced second virial coefficient is some universal

function of reduced temperature.

In other words, if we can find empirical correlations for the reduced

hard sphere diameter and the reduced second virial coefficient for

some reference fluid, they will have universal validity. We chose

Argon (and Krypton and Xenon suitably reduced ' ) as the reference
^

12-17,22-23
substance since a large amount of reliable data are available.

For this substance we fixed the characteristic parameters as the

corresponding critical constants.
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The correlation for the reduced second virial coefficient

1 Q
was adapted from that presented by Tsonopoulos (Tsonopoulos uses

a characteristic temperature and a characteristic pressure whereas

we use a characteristic temperature and a characteristic volume;

the change however is simple, requiring only that all parameters

be multiplied by a constant). The correlation is shown in Table 3-1,

Equation (3-4) . For the direct correlation function of the hard sphere

8 9
fluid we use the Carnahan-Starling equation. ' Now at each point for

which data was available we found the hard sphere diameter which matched

the calculated reduced isothermal compressibility with the experimental

value. The reduced hard sphere diameters obtained are shown in Figure

3-1. From the form of the curves we deduced an empirical correlation

and the constants of the correlation were fitted by a least-squares

technique. The rather complicated function is shown in Table 3-1.

The particular form was chosen because it has the following features:

a) At high reduced temperatures the hard sphere diameter is

a function of reduced temperature only as might be expected.

b) At high densities the hard sphere diameter is a function

of temperature only. This again is to be expected since a hard

sphere fluid is a good model of a fluid at high density.

c) The first two exponential terms were chosen to represent

the minimum in the isothermal change of the hard sphere diameter

with density. The particular form was chosen since the position

of the minimum seemed to shift somewhat linearly with temperature.

d) The last exponential term is used for changes in the

hard sphere diameter required to obtain an accurate representation
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Table 3-1

Universal Correlations for the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient and the Reduced Hard Sphere Diameter*

Reduced Temperature: T = T/T

Reduced Density: p = p V

Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

f ^ 3.2: -| = 0.4966 - ^'^^^ _ 0-^^59 _ 0.0416 _ 0.00209

V* T T^ T^ f^

T 2 3.2: J= 0.3301 - P-1376 _ 1,972

(3-4)

(3-5)

b. Reduced Hard Sphere Diameter

T i 0.73: f = a^/f
s 7

T ^ 0.73: f^ = a^^ expl- a^3T]

(3-6)

^;— N a
3 av Z.2.fg + a2/exp[a^(p + a^T) ]

- a3/exp[a3(p + a^T - a^)^]

(3-7)+ ag/exp[a^Q{(T - a^^)^ + a^^(p - a^^)^}]

a^ = 0.54008832

a^ = 1.2669802

a^ = 0.05132355

a^ = 2.9107424

a^ = 2.5167259

a^ = 2.1595955

a-, = 0.64269552

'10

'11

'12

'it,

'IS

= 0.17565885

= 0.18874824

= 17.952388

= 0.48197123

= 0.76696099

0.809657804

0.24062863

^li ' 0.';663l3t3

Note that correlation is completely in terms of reduced variables
and thus the constants are independent of the particular units chosen
for V and T .
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in the critical region. It is somewhat surprising to us that

constants a, „ and a^ „ are not closer to unity.

The functional form of the high density asymptote of the

reduced hard sphere diameter (f in Equation (3-6)) must be chosen

with care since argon data is available only over a limited tempera-

ture range (T = 0.6 - f = 2.8) and yet many fluids of practical

interest are normally at reduced temperatures outside the range.

A plot of this asymptote (estimated from Figure 3-1) against reduced

temperature indicates that the logarithm of the high density asymptote

cVi'ves linearly with the logarithm of the reduced temperature. Thus,

In £ = £n a^ - a in f (3-8)

We chose the functional form of Equation (3-6) by using Equation

(3-8) and by making our function qualitatively consistent with the

20
Barker and Henderson perturbation theory. In order to use the

results of this theory we have to define an intermolecular pair poten-

tial, but, for our purposes, the definition does not have to be quan-

titative and we need only assume that the pair potential has the

qualitative form shown in Figure 2-1. The Barker-Henderson hard

diameter is given by

1

^(z)
1 - exp

KT
(3-9)

where o„„ is the Barker-Henderson hard sphere diameter, r is an
BH

"^
' o

intermolecular separation which represents the repulsive interaction
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between the molecules (Barker and Henderson somewhat arbitrarily

assume r is the interraolecular separation corresponding to the zero

of the pair potential), and z (= 'R/r ) is the reduced separation.

An extrapolation of Equation (3-8) into the high temperature

region is in qualitative agreement with Equation (3-9) since Equation

(3-9) indicates that the hard sphere diameter decreases with increasing

temperature, but the effect of an increase in temperature decreases

with increasing temperature since the pair potential becomes very

steep at small separations.

Equation (3-8) predicts that the asymptote increases without

limit as the temperature decreases. But this is clearly in disagreement

with Equation (3-9) which indicates that the hard sphere diameter ap-

proaches a constant value of r at low temperatures. Thus we assume

that at low temperatures the asymptote has the essentially empirical

but qualitatively correct form,

i^^ exp [- a^^T] (3-11)

and we insist that the two functional forms have the same value and

first derivative at some change-over temperature T . This gives the

following relations between the constants in Equations (3-8) and (3-11):

'14 ~,
— exp (a„) (3-12)

-15 = -8/^o
(^-"^
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The complete functional form was fitted to compression data

by a least-squares technique. The values of the constants obtained

are shown in Table 3-1, and the high density asymptote of the reduced

hard sphere diameter is plotted in Figure 3-2. We note that the low

temperature asymptote of the hard sphere fluid for argon corresponds

to a hard sphere diameter of 3.65A. An accurate evaluation of the

21
argon pair potential indicates that the zero and minimum of the

potential correspond to separations of 3.4A and 3.8A respectively.

Thus, our reasoning seems qualitatively correct. However, we would

not recommend the use of this correlation at temperatures below

T = 0.38.

The representation should be valid for supercritical substances

which are at very high reduced temperatures; for example, the reduced

temperature of hydrogen at room temperature is about 8. Although, as

discussed above, the reduced hard sphere diameter correlation should

be valid at these high reduced temperatures, the second virial coef-

18
ficient of Tsonopoulos is not applicable. Hence, we adapted a

19correlation of Deming and Shupe for hydrogen and pieced the two

correlations together at the "glueing point", T = 3.2. The high

temperature form is shown in Equation (3-5) . Table 3-2 shows the

value of the reduced second virial coefficient and its temperature

derivative for the complete correlation.

Table 3-3 shows the prediction of the reduced isothermal

compressibility (1-C) for a wide range of reduced conditions. The

representation calculates the change in pressure corresponding to a

change in density to an average accuracy of 0.61% for argon.
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Table 3-2

Reduced Second Virial Coefficient and Its

Temperature Derivative
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Application to other substances is described in Chapter i^. . The regions

of negative compressibility—corresponding to mechanical instability

—

are all in the two-phase region except for the negative values in the

critical isotherm. Thus the representation does not predict the

critical point exactly. But this is not a serious drawback since we

do not expect a two-parameter correlation to work in the critical

region.

3. 2 Extension to Mixtures

We assume that the various pair direct correlation function

integrals in the mixture are given by a logical extension of Equation

(3-3). Thus we write,

C. .
= C^^ - 2p(B. .

- bI'^) (3-14)

The i-j second virial coefficient is calculated by assuming the

standard mixing rules. We assume that the hard sphere mixture is one

with additive diameters and is described by the Carnahan-Starling

equation for mixtures (see Appendix B) . Further, we assume that the

hard sphere size of each component is given by a logical extension of

Equations (3-6) and (3-7); that is, the reduced hard sphere size of

component i depends on the energy of interaction (T) relative to the

characteristic energy of the i-i interaction (T.), and also on some

average reduced density which is the same for all components.

Thus we use the reduced second virial coefficient correlation

(Equations (3-4) and (3-5)) and the reduced hard sphere diameter

correlations (Equations (3-6) and (3-7)) as
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^2 = f^(T/T ) (3-15)

^~ N a. . . .

J aV 11 X *
^^ F^^ = foCT/T.-.pV^) (3-16)

ii

where f, represents Equations (3-4) and (3-5) and f represents

Equations (3-6) and (3-7). The mixing rules employed are:

* 1 *l/3 *l/3 3 A *
V. .

= -=- (v.: + V.:' ) ; V. .
= V. (3-17)

ij 8 ' 11 JJ 11 1

T.. = (T.. T..) ' (1-K..) ; T.. = T. (3-18)
ij ^ 11 jj' ij ' 11 1

V = y x.x. V.

.

m .' . 1 1 11
(3-19)

a. .
= (a. . + a. .)/2 (3-20)

iJ 11 JJ

where K.. is a binary interaction parameter which must be evaluated
ij

from binary data.

This completes the description of the model for the pair direct

correlation function integrals. We can only make qualitative arguments

for its validity. Quantitative justification (or rejection) rests on

comparison with experimental data.

Incidentally, we had previously used a different model for the

pair direct correlation function integrals which was based on molecular

theory. Although we do not use this model, we have given a brief

description of it in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION TO PURE FLUIDS—PARAMETER DETERMINATION

The model for the direct correlation function integrals can

be used as an equation of state for pure fluids. If the characteristic

parameters for a particular substance are known, then the change in

r
pressure resulting from an isothermal change in density from p to

p can be calculated according to

f
P

P^ - P'^ = RT (l-C)dp (4-1)

r
P

Also, if the change in pressure is given, p can be calculated

iteratively from Equation (4-1) . We expect the use of our model in

Equation (4-1) to be valid over a large range of conditions for simple

substances (e.g., nitrogen or methane) but to be limited to the dense

fluid region (p/p > 1.5 except at reduced temperatures greater than

2) for more complex substances which are nonrigid or have strong

1 2
orientation dependent forces. ' Clearly, Equation (4-1) can be used

in a least-squares scheme to correlate compression data by fitting

the two characteristic parameters, T and V . But, more importantly,

such a scheme provides a means of estimating the characteristic

parameters for use in predicting liquid mixture properties.

Table 4-1 shows the results of fitting the compression data

of a wide range of substances; we have employed a nonlinear fitting

43
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subroutine to find the characteristic parameters which minimized the

sum of the squares of the differences between the calculated and

experimental pressure changes caused by isothermal density changes.

The average error in most cases is quite small and we see that the

model provides a fairly good description of liquid compressibilities.

The average errors for n-butane and n-pentane are quite high, but

this is so mostly because the data are close to the critical region.

Also, at high densities the isothermal compressibility predicted by

the model is too high and therefore in the fitting we have ignored

data points where the reduced density is greater than 3.65. However,

this normally corresponds to pressures well beyond those for chemical

processing. For example, at T = 318K and p = 3.68 the pressure of

n-decane is 3743 atm. Yet, the correlation yields fairly good results

even in this case.

As we have stated above, the most important purpose of fitting

pure component data is to obtain accurate estimates of the charac-

teristic parameters. But while the method provides reliable estimates

of V , T can be varied within a fairly large range. (This is to be

2
expected since Brelvi and O'Connell have shown that, to a high degree

of accuracy, liquid compressibility data can be correlated by a size

parameter only.) Figure 4-1 shows a plot of the characteristic

parameters of the n-alkanes versus carbon number. The dashed lines

are the analogous curve for critical constants. The characteristic

volumes all fall on a smooth curve with no noticeable fluctuation.

They are slightly, but significantly, greater than the (estimated)
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Table 4-2

Smoothed Values of Characteristic Parameters for
the Normal Paraffins

Fitted Parameters

Methane

Ethane

Propane

n-Butane

n-Pentane

n-Hexane

n-Octane

n-Nonane

n-Decane

n-Dodecane

n-Hexadecane

n-Heptadecane

192.0

293.4

371.1

420.2

508.4

527.8

580.5

677.9

678.8

686.9

767.9

845.2

99.8

150.0

202.7

256.9

320.3

372.0

487.7

553.6

616.1

739.8

991.9

1056.6

Smoothed
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critical volumes for the higher members of the homologous series.

The variation of the fitted characteristic temperature shows large

fluctuations (indicated by the points in Figure 4-1), so we have

drawn a rough average curve through the points. Again, as for the

size parameter, T is greater than the (estimated) T for the larger

n-alkanes. Table 4-2 shows the smoothed parameters for this series.

The predicted behavior of binary systems is generally not

sensitive to T and hence an accurate estimation of this parameter

is not crucial for this purpose. But for multicomponent systems

we also have to insure that Henry's constants of a solute in many

solvents are mutually consistent. In this case, if the values of

T are not appropriate, the values of the binary interaction para-

meters from Henry's constants will be different from those for the

correct deviation from Henry's Law. Thus, for multicomponent systems

5'C

a reasonably accurate estimate of T is necessary.

One way of obtaining consistent values of the parameters is

to adopt the method we have used for the n-alkanes. Another method

—

one which we have employed to a limited extent (see Chapter 6)— is to

evaluate the parameters to insure consistency between pure component

and mixture data. In any event, if only pure component data are used,

they should cover a wide range of temperatures; pure component data

over a single isotherm will not be sufficient to obtain the charac-

teristic temperature.

For the n-alkanes T and V are greater than or equal to the

corresponding critical constants. This appears to be a general trend
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for all nonpolar molecules. For strongly polar molecules, V is

significantly smaller than V and T is, in general, less than T .
c c

These are however only qualitative trends and there do not appear

to be any quantitative relations for our parameters in terms of any

other parameters. Because of the sensitivity of the results to the

value of V , we are convinced that prediction of this quantity will be

useless and only compression data will be adequate to obtain appropriate

values.
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CHAPTER 5

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF BINARY GAS-SOLVENT
SYSTEMS; CORRELATION

Gas-solvent binaries provide a straightforward application of

the method we have developed. By a gas-solvent system we mean any

system which contains a supercritical component (the gas or solute)

and a subcritical component (the solvent) . For this type of system

the most convenient (unique) reference state is the pure, saturated

solvent at the temperature of the system. Let subscript 1 refer to

the solute and subscript 2 to the solvent. Now Equation (1-2) can be

written as

)in f^(P,T,x^) = in H^^i?^ ,T,x^=0) + in x^ + Zn Yj^(P,T,x^) (5-1)

2.n f2(P,T,x^) = in f ^(P'^ ,T,x^=0) + in x^ + in y^(F,T:,x^) (5-2)

where H „ is Henry's constant of the gas in the pure, saturated solvent

and f„ is the fugacity of the solvent at the reference state. Our

method can be used to predict the activity coefficients so if the refer-

ence fugacities are available we can calculate the liquid-phase fugac-

ities. These can then be used together with some vapor-phase equation

of state to predict vapor-liquid equilibria.

In this chapter we describe our correlation of gas-solvent

vapor-liquid equilibrium by using our method to calculate liquid-

52
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phase nonidealities . Before describing our work, we give a review

of other work on the same problem and also show some experimental

results to demonstrate that it is advantageous to adopt our approach.

5. 1 Review of Existing Work

The first attempt to correlate the nonideality of gas-solvent

systems was that of Krichevskii. He reasoned that since in these

systems the solubility of the solute is normally small, the com-

position nonideality can be neglected and deviations of the solute

fugacity from Henry's law are entirely due to the pressure. Therefore,

2
we can write,

^n f^ = in (H^2-l) + It
(5-3)

^2

Further, if we assume that the infinite dilution partial molar

volume of the solute is independent of pressure (a reasonable assump-

tion if the temperature is not close to the critical temperature of

the solvent). Equation (5-3) simplifies to

£n f^ = in (H^2^^) + |^ (P - ^^ (5-4)

Equation (5-4) indicates that Hn (f^/x,) varies linearly with

pressure which is so for many gas-solvent binaries. However, Equation

(5-4) also indicates that the slope of the linear variation is equal

-a>
to V| /RT which is not generally observed. The partial molar volume

obtained from this slope is invariably different from the experimental
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partial molar volume of the solute. The apparent anomaly has been

explained by Orentlicher and Prausnitz, and by Gibbs and Van Ness

who showed that the composition nonideality must also be accounted

for. These authors employ the simple but thermodynamically consistent

2
expression.

7
RT £n Y^ = A(x^ - 1) (5-5)

where A (the two-suffix Margules equation constant) depends on

temperature, but not on pressure or composition. Following

X
(

2 X
Prausnitz we use the superscript * to indicate that Y^ is nor-

malized in the unsymmetric convention.

The reason why Yi is significant even at small values of x_

is that its first derivative at the reference state is nonzero

x -'-0 1

*X X
An expression for Yt can be obtained from that for Yi by

2
using the Gibbs-Duhera equation

RT In Yo = Ax? (5-7)

The quantity necessarily has a zero composition derivative at

the reference state.

8iinY„

lim -^r

—

- = (5-8)

x ->-0 1
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Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that an equation of the form

(5-1) would be valid for the solvent component. However, for the

solute, the composition nonideality must be accounted for. Using

Equation (5-5) we obtain the Krichevskii-Ilinskaya equation.

—oo

in f[ = in (ti^^x^) + 1^ (x^ - 1) + |j^ (P - P2) (5-9)

3
At small values of x Equation (5-9) reduces to

£n f " = £n (H, „xj +
1 12 1'

_oo 2A
V -

' V*I-^2

P- P^

RT
(5-10)

s
where

(f)
is the fugacity coefficient of the solute at infinite dilution

in the saturated solvent. Therefore, even if the composition non-

ideality is taken into account, in (f-/x^) varies linearly with

pressure, but the slope is different from that given by Equation (5-4).

3
Orentlicher and Prausnitz have used Equation (5-10) to cor-

relate the solubility of hydrogen in cryogenic solvents at high

pressures. Their correlation of the quantities V and A was

essentially deduced from the experimental data. Therefore, it is

specific to the solute hydrogen. Further, their approach is to

correlate the two quantities separately. But, as their results show,

the composition nonideality provides a significant cancellation of

the pressure nonideality. For example, for the system hydrogen-carbon

monoxide at 88K:
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—oo
V^ = 34.4 cc/g mole

= 35. cc/g mole

h2< - ^2

and for the system hydrogen-propane at 282K:

V^ = 63 cc/g mole

- = 48. 5 cc/g mole

"l2*I - ^2

(The above results were obtained from Table 2 of Reference 3.)

Therefore, as we have mentioned in Chapter 1, from the engi-

neering point of view, it is advantageous to have a single model

which accounts for both these corrections.

A further disadvantage of a representation of the form of

Equation (5-7) is that at high temperatures (^j/j^^'^^^^^ > o.88) the

assumption that the partial molar volume is independent of pressure

is not valid. Thus, under these conditions, the variation of the

partial molar volume with pressure—and with composition—must be

taken into account. If such a description is thermodynamically

consistent, it must be consistent with the description of the com-

position nonideality. Surprisingly, our experience is that the

total deviations from ideality remain relatively small even when

all of these variations occur.
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5 . 2 Some Features of Gas-Solvent Nonideality—The Carbon monoxide-
Benzene System

The features of fugacity variation of gas-solvent systems we

have been trying to describe are elucidated by the experimental data

on the Carbon monoxide-Benzene system. Figure 5-1 shows the varia-

tion of £n (f /x ) with pressure. The full line represents the
CO CO

experimental quantity; the dashed line shows the prediction of the

fugacity if the pressure correction alone is assumed, and the

horizontal line gives the fugacity if Henry's law were obeyed. The

main feature to be observed is that the total nonideality correction

is very much less in magnitude than either the pressure correction or

the composition correction alone. The 5S3.15K isotherm is a good

illustration of the opposing effects of the two nonideality correc-

tions. At lower pressures, the Poynting correction is slightly

greater than the composition effect so the product is greater than

unity. As the pressure increases, the composition correction in-

creases relatively faster and the product becomes less than unity.

Yet, over the whole pressure range the total correction to Henry's

law remains quite small.

Figure 5-2 is the analogous plot for the solvent component,

benzene. In this case, the correction is simply due to pressure

since the composition does not change materially. Our theory

(Equation (5-8)) describes the effect very well. Recall that the

solvent saturated density is input data and our parameters are

obtained by fitting compressibility data. Whatever small changes

there are in density due to pressure will be correlated very well
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Figure 5-1. Experimental variation of the nonideality of

carbon monoxide in carbon monoxide-benzene
solutions (Connolly )
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Figure 5-2. Experimental variation of the nonideal.ity of
benzene in carbon monoxide-benzene solutions
(Connolly^) . The Poynting correction factor
and activity coefficient coincide within
experimental error
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and we can always expect a very accurate estimate of the solvent

activity coefficient if the solute concentration is small.

5.3 Correlation of Experimental Data

One way to test the validity of our method is to calculate

the nonideality from experimental data and then compare it with the

prediction of the model. But this could lead to invalid conclusions

since it is difficult to gauge the effect of an error in the activity

coefficients on the predicted equilibrium. Besides, the aim of our

model is to obtain predictions of phase equilibrium. Thus we test

our model by using it as part of a scheme to predict vapor-liquid

equilibrium. We do so at the risk that when errors appear, we cannot

be sure where to attribute them.

The use of our method to obtain liquid-phase fugacities

requires information about the reference state: the saturation

density and pressure of the solvent and Henry's constant of the gas

in the solvent.

The description of the vapor phase must be obtained from a

valid equation of state. The modified Redlich-Kwong equation provides

an adequate description of nonpolar and slightly polar mixtures. Several

8 9
excellent 2nd virial coefficient correlations ' are available, but the

virial expansion truncated at the second term is valid only at low

densities. An equation called the perturbed-hard-sphere equation

has been proposed for gas mixtures containing polar components. This

equation appears to provide a reasonably accurate description of gas

mixtures containing components whose parameters are listed in the
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original paper, but there is no way to obtain accurate estimates of

the parameters for new substances. We have used the most appropriate

of the above three vapor-phase equations depending on the binary

system involved.

The method we have used to correlate gas-solvent data is very

similar to the one proposed by Barker. We employ a simple empirical

form for Henry's constant;

S-n H^2 " ^0 '^ ^1^ "*" ^2^^ (5-11)

where a ,a ,a are constants to be determined from P-T-X data. Values

of x^ and y^ were calculated from each P and T data point using the

various equations for vapor and liquid fugacities, then a nonlinear

fitting subroutine was used to find the value of the constants

a - a„ which minimized the sum of squares between the calculated

and experimental liquid mole fractions, X^ . Wlien available, the

experimental vapor mole fractions were compared with the calculated

value. This provides a further consistency check on the data and

the correlations.

All the pure component parameters (T and V ) used have been

obtained from pure component compressibility data (see Tables A-1

and A-2) except for carbon monoxide where we assumed the parameters are

equal to the corresponding critical constants. The binary interaction

parameters must be estimated from the binary data. Fortunately, in

many cases the predicted activity coefficients are insensitive to its

value. For these systems we have set K = 0, thus actually predicting
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the liquid nonideality from pure component data alone. In cases

where a nonzero value of K is required, we have estimated its

value by fitting the data with various values of the parameters and

picking the one we thought gave the best overall fit.

Tables 5-1 - 5-17 show a comparison of the calculated and

experimental liquid and vapor composition for a wide variety of

gas-solvent binary systems; we also show the predicted activity

coefficients. Rows in these tables which are denoted by a * cor-

respond to data points which were not considered in the fitting; we

consider these points to be beyond the range of applicability of the

theory, i.e., too close to the critical. This is usually detected

by the experimental value of y, decreasing with increasing pressure,

X, greater than 0.4 or T/T > 0.9. Table 5-18 summarizes the results
i c

of the correlation.

The theory provides excellent predictions of the liquid-phase

nonidealities of all the systems considered except for the carbon

monoxide-methanol system. Figure 5-3 shows the calculation of the

liquid mole fractions for the system carbon monoxide-benzene. We see

that the results are very close to the experimental data. From

Table 5-1 we see that the predicted vapor compositions are quite

close to the experimental values, but the mole fraction of the gas

is slightly high. This is a feature common to most systems we have

investigated, but we cannot account for the precise reason why this

is so. We have used a nonzero value of the binary interaction

parameter for this binary. Its value is equal to the value obtained
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Figure 5-3. Solubility of carbon monoxide in benzene
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Table 5-1

Carbon monoxide (l)-Benzene (2), K^ ^ = 0.10

T,K
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Table 5-1 ((.ontinued)

T,K
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Table 5-2

Carbon monoxide (l)-n-Octane (2), K = 0.21

T,K P,atm x ,exp x. ,calc y ,exp y ,calc Yi

463.2
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Table 5-3

Hydrogen (l)-Benzene (2), K „ = 0.0

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y

433.
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Table 5-3 (Continued)

86.4 .06510 .06668 .6147 .6169 1.09 1.22
153.9 .12863 .12766 .7376 .7438 1.20 1.50

51 3.2
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Tabic 5-4

Hydrogen (l)-n-Octane (2), K = 0.0

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc Y-i

463.2
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Table 5-4 (Continued)

T,K P,atm x ,exp x^ ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y
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Table 5-5

Hydrogen (l)-n-Hexane (2), K^^ = '^•^

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc Y-i Yn

277.6
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Table 5-5 (Continued)

T,K P.atm x^,exp x^.calc y,,exp y ,calc y y

136.2
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Table 5-6

Hydrogen (l)-Water (2), K = 0.0

T,K P.atm x ,exp x ,calc y-,exp y ,calc y^

273.2 25.0
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Table 5-6 (Continued)

T,K P,atin x ,exp x ,caic y ,exp y ,calc Y-, Y,

1000.0 .01180 .01163 .0 .9992 2.05 1.87

373.2 25.0 .00040 .00035 .0 .9590 1.02 1.0 1

50.0 .00070 .00072 .0 .9790 1.04 1.03
100. .00140 .00144 .0 .9891 1.07 1.06
200.0 .00280 .00284 .0 .994 1 1.15 1.13
400.0 .00550 ,00552 .0 .9967 1.32 1.27
600.0 .00800 .00804 .0 .9976 1.52 1.44
800.0 .01030 .01044 .0 .9981 1.74 1.62
1000.0 .01250 .01272 .0 .9984 1,98 1.82

RMS deviation in x = 0.001
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Table 5-7

Hydrogen (l)-Ammonia (2), K = 0.0

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y^ ,exp y ,calc y

273.2
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Table 5-8

Hydrogen (l)-Methanol (2), K = 0.0

T,K P,atin x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y y

294. 2
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Table 5-9

Carbon monoxide (l)-Methanol (2), K „ = -0.10

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y

298.2
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Table 5-10

Nitrogen (l)-Ammonia (2), K = 0.0

273.2
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Table 5-11

Ethane (l)-Water (2), K = 0.0

T,K P.atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y

310.9 13.6
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Table 5-12

Methane (l)-Water (2), K = 0.0

P,atm X ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y

298.2 23.2
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Table 5-12 (Continued)

T,K P,atm x ,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y

669.5
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Table 5-13

T,K

Carbon dioxide (l)-Water (2), K „ = -0.20

P,atm X ,exp x^ ,calc y ,exp y^,calc y y

273.2
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Table 5-14

Methane (l)-Propane (2), K „ = 0.015

T,K P,atm x^,exp x ,calc y ,exp y^,calc Y,

31 0.9
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Table 5-15
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Table 5-16

Methane (l)-n-Pentane (2), K^^ = ^-^^

T,K P,atm x,,exp x ,calc y ,exp y ,calc y Yo

31 0.9
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Table 5-17

Methane (l)-n-Decane (2), K = 0.08

T,K P,atm x , exp x ,o.alc y ,exp y ,calc Y-, Y9

310.9



T,K
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Table 5-J7 (Continued)

P,atra X , exp x^,caLc y ,exp y ,calc Y-,

68. I
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by Chueh and Prausnitz for their binary parameter, but this is likely

to be coincidence. All the binary interaction parameters behave in a

reasonable fashion, i.e., are similar to values found in other

correlations.

The results obtained for systems containing polar solvents are

very good. For all these binaries the assumption K = has given

accurate estimates of the liquid nonidealities . Figures 5-4 - 5-6

show some of the results obtained for these systems. For comparison

we also show the predictions that would be obtained if Henry's law

were assumed.

Table 5-13 shows the results obtained for the carbon dioxide-water

system. It is not clear that the theory we propose can describe the com-

plex interactions of this system. Further, or perhaps for the same

reason, the system is the only one we have investigated where the

composition nonidealities of the solute are greater than unity.

Nevertheless, we have been able to correlate this data by using a

negative binary parameter; the negative value can be justified as

accounting for the association between carbon dioxide and water

molecules. It should be noted that not all the data^^'^^ are

consistent. At T = 273K the data from the two sources agree, but at

20T = 298K Munjal's data indicates a significantly higher activity

22coefficient than Houghton's data. Our theory is closer to that of

Munjal's since we can correlate it with a constant binary parameter

but a correlation of Houghton's data over the same temperature range

requires a temperature dependent binary parameter. To further

complicate matters, our theory predicts that V =33 cc/g mole at
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Calculated, K-,^2 " °-°

Calculated assuming ideal
solution
310. 9K -, „ r o iu
, , , ^„ } Data of Culberson
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.001
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Figure 5-5. Solubility of ethane in water
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298K, in close agreement with the value reported by Reid, Prausnitz

23
and Sherwood but low compared to the value of 37.6 cc/mole reported

24
by Parkinson and de Nevers. With all the experimental conflicts

it is impossible to gauge whether the theory can describe the non-

idealities of this system. Yet there is a set which we do describe

well.

In summary, this method is a versatile way to correlate the

vapor-liquid equilibrium of binary gas-solvent systems. It can

correlate the data for nonpolar mixtures except at conditions

approaching the critical point. The results for systems containing

polar solvents are very good. We have been able to obtain adequate

estimates of liquid nonidealities even with assuming K = 0, thus

actually predicting binary data using only pure component com-

pressibilities.
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CHAPTER 6

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF BINARY GAS-SOLVENT
SYSTEMS; PREDICTION

In addition to correlating the nonideality of a solute in

a solvent. Equation (2-25) can be used to relate Henry's constants

of a solute in two different solvents. Denoting the solute by the

subscript 1 and the solvents by subscripts 2 and 3, we can write

^L ^L

£n (H^3/H^2> = 1-, '- [ir] - li- ^" [d ^^-^>

X ^-1 '- 1-* x^l * 1-*

Equation (2-25) can now be used to evaluate the right side of

Equation (6-1)

.

o 1

in itt^^/n^^) = in\~] -
j —^ [p3C^3(£(t)) - p°C^2(p(t) ) ]dt (6-2)

where

P-^it) =

p„(t) = (l-t)p°

P3(t) = tp^

p(t) = p^(t) + P2(t) + Q^{t)

(6-3)

and p„,p are the densities of the pure solvents.

Equation (6-2) represents an integration in number density space

from pure component 2 as the reference state to pure component 3 as the

95
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final state. The reference state is necessarily specified by the

temperature and the number density of all components, but as before

the final state can be specified either by a set of mole fractions

and a change in pressure or by a set of final number densities.

While we have adopted the former specification for previous calcula-

tions, here we use the latter. With the former choice we would first

have to use Equation (2-22) to solve for p- and then use Equation (6-2)

to calculate the ratio of Henry's constants. The problem with this

procedure is that because the theory is not perfectly accurate,

invariably a different value of the ratio would be obtained if the

reference and final solvents are interchanged. This difficulty will

not arise if the density of the final state is specified as can be

seen from Equation (6-2)

.

The advantage of the number density specification is more

clearly seen if we add another solvent (which we denote by subscript

4) to the system. Because the integrals are independent of path

with this specification, we obtain

"l3 ^\2^ ^"n^

Therefore, if the theory predicts the correct values for the

ratios H, -/H „ and H-. , /H „ then it will necessarily predict the cor-

rect value for the ratio H, ,/H, _.
14 IJ

This feature of the theory provides a way to ensure that Henry's

constants of any gas in all solvents are mutually consistent at a
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particular value of temperature: we pick out a value—any value—for

the binary parameter of the gas in any one (reference) solvent. Next

the binary parameter of the gas in any other solvent can be found by

ensuring that the theory predicts the correct value for the ratio of

Henry's constants of the gas in this solvent and the reference solvent.

Now Equation (6-A) ensures that Henry's constants in any two solvents

are mutually consistent at this temperature.

But the above does not ensure that a constant value of the binary

parameter will correctly follow the temperature variation of the ratio

of Henry's constants. Further, the same binary parameter must also

predict the deviation from ideality of the system at conditions removed

from the reference state. This depends partly on the value of the

gas-reference solvent binary parameter chosen but mainly on the ability

of the theory to describe real fluid behavior. In this chapter we in-

vestigate ability of the theory to provide this level of description

for a wide variety of systems including those containing polar solvents

and coal oils.

6.1 Sensitivity to the Binary Parameter

It is of primary importance to determine the sensitivity of the

ratio of Henry's constants to the binary parameter. The derivative of

this quantity with respect to the binary parameter is

^<JW«121 o f' 1
d C^3(p(t))

"%:^ = - P3
J ^(ly ~TY~— ^' (6-5)

^^
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Because of the way we have defined our binary parameter, the

hard sphere direct correlation function integral is independent of

K „ and we obtain a contribution only from the 2nd virial coefficient

term. Thus,

din (H /H ) (^ p° ^ dB—d-TT = -
J ^^ ''^'^

'l3 ^13 dff,
''

= -2(p°v;) [!llj[f^^_!^j (e-6)

The simple form of Equation (6-6) is very convenient since it

allows us to estimate the effect of various factors. We note the

surprising but appealing result that the right hand side contains no

quantities associated with the reference solvent. The first term in

parentheses on the right side of the equation depends only on the

reduced temperature of the solvent; it is lower as the temperature

of the system increases and varies from approximately 1.6 at T/T„ = 0.95
^3

to about 3 at T/T„ = 0.5. The second term is determined by the relativeC3

sizes of the solvent and solute (see the size mixing rule. Equation (3-17));

for the same solute it will be larger for smaller solvents. The contribu-

tion of the last term is shown in Table 6-1. It varies quite significantly

with reduced temperature, but since component 1 is supercritical and com-

ponent 3 is subcritical the value of T^ _ normally encountered will be in

the range 0.80 < f < 3.5.

Table 6-2 shows the sensitivity of Henry's constant to the binary

parameter for a wide variety of binary systems. It can be seen that for
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Table 6-1

Temperature Derivative of the Reduced
Second Virial Coefficient

^ ^dT-

0.50 11.36

0.60 6.10

0.70 4.21

0.80 3.25

0.90 2.64

1.0 2.23

1.5 1.21

2.0 0.82

3.5 0.32

5.0 0.19

10.0 0.05
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water as the solvent the sensitivity is high due to the small value of

V*^. For carbon dioxide as the solute the value is high because of the

large value of T^. These represent extreme cases and it is unlikely

that a value of K can be chosen in the absence of data that will

predict Henry's constant for a supercritical species in such cases.

(To achieve 1% accuracy in Henry's constant when the derivative is 10

requires an accuracy in K of 0.001.) However, for solutes like

hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide in "large" solvents at high

temperatures, the sensitivity is much less and prediction could be

quite satisfactory.

6.2 Comparison with Experimental Data

In this section we show some comparisons of the calculation of

gas solubility in one solvent using the solubility of the same gas in

another solvent. The scheme we have adopted is approximately the same

as the one used in Chapter 5; the only difference is that we estimate

Henry's constant by the method described above. In this case we assume

some value for the binary interaction parameter of the gas-reference

solvent pair and fit on the value of the gas-solvent binary parameter

to obtain the best agreement with the experimental solubility data.

[The references for the experimental data are given in Table 5-18.]

Figure 6-1 shows a comparison of the solubility of carbon

monoxide in n-octane estimated from the solubility of carbon monoxide

in benzene. The excellent results are due to the quality of the data

and to the similarity of the solvents. For one isotherm (463. 15K)

we also show the comparison between the predicted and calculated vapor
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0.2 O.A 0.6 0.8 1.0 'CO

40

" Calculated

• • • 533. 15K

463. 15K

AAA 493. 15K

O O O 463. 15K

Data of Connolly

0.025 0.050 0.075 0.100 X

Figure 6-1,

CO

Solubility of carbon monoxide in n-octane
calculated from the solubility of carbon
monoxide in n-octane. K = 0.10;

z
K^^ ^ = 0.219. T = 463.15 isotherm also

shows vapor composition
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composition. The results are quite close to the experimental data but

the mole fraction of the gas is slightly high. This, as we mentioned

earlier, is a feature common to most systems we have investigated, but

we are unable to account for its cause.

For the hydrogen systems we have chosen water as the reference

solvent since we have obtained a very good fit of the data for this

solvent and thus have a good estimate of Henry's constant over a wide

temperature range. Further, the sensitivity of the results to k are
ij

highest here. The binary constant for hydrogen-water that appears to

work best for all systems is -0.24. This is very different from the

value of 0.0 that we have listed in Table 5-18, but the predicted

nonideality is quite insensitive to this value and Henry's constants

obtained by fitting hydrogen-water data are practically unchanged.

With this reference we have obtained good predictions of the solubility

of hydrogen in methanol and ammonia which are similar to water and a

reasonable prediction of the solubility in n-hexane, where the binary

interaction parameter required is quite high (0.41). This last predic-

tion is a severe test of the method since water and n-hexane are

immiscible. The results are good because the Henry's constant ratio

only accounts for the differences of environment of the infinitely

dilute solute molecule. Thus the insensitivity of the calculation to

the solvent-reference solvent interactions is substantially correct.

Figure 6-2 shows the comparison with the experimental data of

the hydrogen-ammonia system obtained from hydrogen-water. We note that

Henry's constant of hydrogen-ammonia changes by a factor of 6 over the
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temperature range considered, yet a temperature independent binary

parameter gives a reasonable prediction. For comparison, we also

show the calculated hydrogen solubility if the Henry's constant

parameters are directly fitted to the experimental data with our

theory for the liquid nonideality.

Figure 6-3 shows the prediction of the vapor-liquid equilibrium

of raethane-n-decane from methane-water. In this case, the ratio of

Henry's constants is approximately 500 yet it is predicted to reason-

able accuracy. Figure 6-A shows a plot of the predicted Henry's

constants against temperature. We see that there is a large fluctuation

in the predicted value. We believe the error is due to sensitivity of

the numerical calculations to the solvent molar volume. The molar

volumes of water agree with data from many sources and therefore are

likely to be correct. However, at the two lowest temperatures we

have two sources for the molar volume of saturated n-decane. ''"'^
At

both temperatures Henry's constant calculated with the data from

Snyder and Winnick give a smoother variation of Henry's constant with

temperature, but there is still a large fluctuation which is unaccounted

for. This problem underscores the sensitivity of the calculation to the

liquid density and the necessity for good volumetric data, particularly

if the solvents are very dissimilar.

The investigations of this section indicate that, although

sensitivity may preclude prediction of the binary parameter, a binary

parameter calculated from Henry's constant data at a single temperature

will predict the temperature dependence of Henry's constant ratio.
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Solubility of methane in n-decane calculated
from the solubility of methane in water.

CH,-H„0
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Figure 6-4. Fluctuation of Henry's constant with temperature calculated
with volumetric data of Sage et al. (•§*) and Snyder and
Winnick-'- (AAA). Henry's constants are calculated from
Henry's constant of methane in water
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Further, the binary parameters for mutual consistency of Henry's

constants will give good predictions of liquid nonidealities.

6.3 Solubility of Hydrogen in Coal Oils

2-4
K.C. Chao and coworkers have taken data on the solubility

of hydrogen in various coal oils. A means of predicting the solubility

of hydrogen in these liquids is very important for coal liquefaction

and thus we have undertaken to apply our method to the correlation

of this set of data.

These systems are no different from those we have already

described, but here much of the required input data are lacking.

There are no compressibility data for the pure liquids and thus we

have no means of estimating the pure component parameters; we do not

have available any pure liquid saturated volume data, even the critical

constants of some of the liquids have not been experimentally determined.

We have estimated the saturated molar volumes of the liquids by

using the Rackett equation since Chao et^ a_l. have published values of

the critical temperature, critical pressure, the Pitzer acentric factor,

and the molar volume at 25°C. One approach we took was to use the

methods of Chapter 5 to correlate the data where, in addition to fitting

the Henry's constant parameters, we also fit the characteristic parameters

of the solvent. This results in an excellent correlation of the data even

while assuming a zero value of the binary interaction. But since 5 para-

meters were fitted this is not surprising.

However, to illustrate the predictive value of our method, we

have used the approach of this chapter. For all the systems we have
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Calculated with fitted Henry's constant

Points Data of Sebastian et al.'^
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Figure 6-5. Solubility of hydrogen in quinoline
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Figure 6-6. Vapor composition of hydrogen-quinoline solutions
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Figure 6-10. Solubility of hydrogen in m-Cresol calculated
from the solubility of hydrogen in quinoline
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assumed a zero value for the binary parameter. We chose quinoline as

the reference solvent since it gives the best agreement when fitting

Henry's constant parameters to experimental data and also because this

system covers the entire temperature range for all coal oil data. For

quinoline the characteristic temperature was chosen equal to the critical

temperature and the characteristic volume was then obtained by fitting

the experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data. Finally for all the

other coal liquids the two characteristic parameters were obtained by

fitting the experimental data using hydrogen at infinite dilution in

quinoline as the reference state. Comparisons with experimental data

are shown in Figures 6-5 - 6-10. In most cases the agreement with

experimental data is quite good; in only very few cases is the deviation

in the liquid mole fraction greater than 0.01. For quinoline and tetralin

we also show comparisons with the predicted and experimental vapor mole

fractions. In all cases the agreement with the experimental composition

is quite good except at high temperatures where again the predicted

y, is slightly high. A summary of the parameters and results for all

systems is given in Table 6-3.

On the basis of our experience above we expect quite good

agreement if the characteristics were obtained from pure solvent

volumetric data and binary parameters were predicted or fitted.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL FORMULATION FOR MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS

Our theory is formulated to evaluate the change in thermodynamic

properties due to any change in the state of the system. Thus, in

principle, the arbitrary multicomponent system poses no problem.

But there are some kinds of properties which the simple two-parameter

theory cannot evaluate to adequate accuracy; and further, as we have

shown in the previous chapter, sometimes the parameters of the theory

have to be adjusted to ensure mutual consistency of the input data.

We have established all but one aspect required for the

general formulation: the prediction of Henry's constants in mixed

solvents. Therefore in this chapter we first investigate the ability

of the theory to predict Henry's constants in mixed solvent systems

and then formulate our suggested approach to an arbitrary multi-

component system. The formulation is tested by comparison with

experiment for the only system for which extensive data are avail-

able, that of n-butane-n-decane-methane.

7 . 1 Henry's Constant in Mixed Solvents

Prediction of Henry's constants in mixed solvents is a natural

outcome of the approach of Chapter 6. Consider the case where the binary

parameters have been adjusted to ensure mutual consistency of a solute

in several solvents. Now Henry's constant of the solute in any mixed

solvent state can be evaluated by Equation (2-25). This requires the

118
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molar volume of the mixed solvenL state and therefore excess volume

data for the solvent mixture must be available. Since Henry's

constants have been made mutually consistent, the calculation will

yield precisely the same result regardless of which solvent is chosen

as the reference.

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show comparison with the experimental data

for the system carbon dioxide-methanol-benzene and carbon dioxide-

methanol-water respectively. The solvent-solvent excess volumes

2
have been obtained from experimental data. The binary interaction

parameters have been chosen by assuming a value of -0.20 for carbon

dioxide-water since this was the optimum value we obtained when fitting

binary data. The results for this system are insensitive to the value

chosen for the "reference" binary parameter. Thus for instance in

Figure 7-2 the results would be hardly changed if the binary parameter

for carbon dioxide-water were 0.0. However, the results are quite

sensitive to the excess volume. In Figure 7-2 we show the prediction

of mixed solvent Henry's constants if a small negative excess volume

is assumed rather than the actual values.

Figure 7-3 shows similar results for the system carbon monoxide-

3
nitrobenzene-benzene. In this case the carbon monoxide-benzene binary

parameter has been assumed to be 0.10; this value gives the best fit

of binary nonideality. Again, the results are insensitive to the

value assumed.

Finally, in Figure 7-4 we show results for the argon-methanol-

water system. Here we show a prediction of mixed solvent Henry's

constants for two values of the argon-water binary parameter. In
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Calculated, V =

Calculated, V^ = -O.ax^^"^

Equation (7-1)

• • Data of Koudelka* /
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Figure 7-1,
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Calculation of Henry's constant of
carbon dioxide (1) in the mixed
solvent methanol (2)-benzene (3),
T = 293K; K^ 2 " -0-20; K^ 3

= -0.235
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Calculated, V = X2X^(-4.07 + 0.190 (x - x )

Equation (7-1)

• • • Data of Koudelka^
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this case the results are sensitive to the binary parameter and the

unlikely value of -0.40 is required to give a fair prediction for most

of the composition variation. While the inability of the theory to

describe the variation with composition in the water region could be

attributed to the break-up of the complex water structure which the

theory does not describe, since the data for C0„ in these solvents

is well correlated, we cannot really be sure what the inadequacy is.

In addition, the sensitivity of this system to the binary interaction

parameter, as opposed to the behavior of other systems, also leaves

the correlation with some uncertainty.

We will have to investigate many more systems before a more

definite statement can be made, but it is likely that the theory

will provide a reasonably accurate description of Henry's constants

in mixed solvents if the systems are nonaqueous. In any case, the

prediction is better than the zeroth-order approximation,

in H, = x„ iin h,„ + x^ 2.n H, _ (7-1)
Im /. LjL J ij

14
though perhaps not as accurate as some of the recent empirical rules.

However, even if Henry's constant of a solute in a mixed solvent has

to be predicted from a theory which is different from the present

formulation, the methods of the next section can be used to describe

the nonideality.

7 .2 Discussion and Formulation of an Arbitrary System

Consider an arbitrary n-component system containing n solvents

and the rest solutes, where components l,2,...,n are solvents. We
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repeat that a solute is a supercritical component or at least one

whose most convenient reference state is infinite dilution; and a

solvent is a subcritical component whose most convenient reference

is the pure state. Now we want to formulate the approach to solving

any vapor-liquid equilibrium problem. As before we assume that vapor-

phase fugacities can be calculated by already existing methods and

confine ourselves to the calculation of liquid-phase properties.

Hence the problem reduces to calculating the liquid fugacities at

f f f f
any temperature T, pressure P , and liquid composition (x^,x„,...,x ).

Of course, it is the value of T which determines whether a substance

is a solute or a solvent, and if the temperature is decreased a "solute"

could become a "solvent".

We assume that the pure component parameters have been deter-

mined for all the components and approximate estimates are available

for all the binary interaction parameters, say, by the methods of

Chapters 5 and 6. We also assume that we have available as input

data the saturated molar volumes and pressures for all the solvents

of the system and the matrix of Henry's constants of the n-n solutes

in the n solvents. (If some of Henry's constants are not available
s ^

they can be predicted to reasonable accuracy by the methods of Chapter 6,

but here for simplicity we assume that all Henry's constants are avail-

able.) Finally, we also assume that the mixed solvent excess volume

data is available.

The calculation is most conveniently broken down into three

steps shown schematically in Figure 7-5:
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MS
1. Calculation of (f./x.) of the solvent components in the

mixed solvent (solute-free) reference. The mixed solvent reference

state is one where all the solute components are present only at

infinite dilution. Thus,

MS
, i=l> . . . ,n

X n s

.1^
""j C7-2)

i^ = , i=ng+l,. ,, ,n

This calculation requires the solution of the solute free

MS MS
vapor-liquid equilibrium (y_ ,P ) .

MS
2. Calculation of (f./x.) of the solute components in the

mixed solvent reference state.

3. Calculation of the activity coefficients Y- and volume v

of all components due to a change in the state of the system from an ini-

^•1 . .MS „MS MS ,. , c f r,ftial state of x ,P ,v to a final state of 21 >P •

Our method cannot quantitatively describe step 1. The numerical

values are quite sensitive to the details of the intermolecular potential

which the theory ignores. Further, the activity coefficient derivative

contains small differences of large numbers. However, the calculation

can be performed accurately by any of several existing methods.

The calculation of the quantities in step 2 have been discussed

above and for most systems we expect satisfactory results.

Our theory is best suited for the calculation of the quantities

involved in step 3 since this change corresponds to the same one we

performed for the binary gas-solvent case. Here the mixed solvent
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corresponds to the saturated pure solvent and final raulticomponent

state corresponds to the binary system at an elevated pressure with

a finite solute composition. Thus all the arguments we made for the

advantage of our approach for the binary system are valid here and we

expect the same degree of success as we have had for the binary case

for all systems including those containing polar components.

The numerical calculations involved are no more complex than

in the binary case and in the computer program the same subroutine

is used for all systems (see description of subroutine ACTCF in

Appendix C) . However, the binary interaction parameters must be

specified for all interactions including those between solvents.

The solute-solvent binary parameter may have to be evaluated from

binary gas-solvent data, but the indications are that the calculation

of step 3 is virtually insensitive to the value of rhnn-r parameters

and even zero values will yield good results.

The use of our approach for step 3 is also advantageous because

it provides a complete description of the changes from the mixed solvent

reference state to the final state. Thus the activity coefficients are

independent of the variation of the mixed solvent Henry's constants

Q 19
unlike the Chueh-Prausnitz formulation. '

In summary, our formulation for the arbitrary multicomponent

case is as follows: We use the mixed solvent as an intermediate

reference state. For this state the fugacities of the solute-free

system are evaluated by some other correlation while in most cases

our theory can be used to evaluate the solute fugacities. Finally,

our theory is then used to evaluate the change in fugacity of all
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components due to a change from the intermediate reference state x
,

„MS MS ^ ^. , f ,,f
P ,v to the final state x ,P .

7 .3 Application to the System: n-Butane-n-Decane-Methane

The n-butane-n-decane-methane ternary system provides a

reasonable test of our multicomponent formulation since it contains

two solvents. Therefore, we decided to compare the prediction of our

formulation with the experimental data of Sage and Lacey. We have

done a bubble pressure calculation, i.e., calculation of the saturation

pressure and vapor composition from the temperature and the liquid

composition.

Q
We used the modified Redlich-Kwong equation for the description

of the vapor phase. The Wilson equation was used to calculate the

fugacities of the solvents. Henry's constants of methane in the pure

solvents were obtained from the binary data (see Chapter 5)

.

The method we adopted to evaluate liquid fugacities is the

same as the one described above. The binary parameter of methane-

n-butane was fixed at 0.04 and the methane-n-decane binary parameter

was evaluated to maintain consistency of Henry's constants. The value

of 0.086 obtained is consistent with the value obtained by fitting

high-pressure methane-n-decane data. Now we used the experimental

9
volumetric data of Reamer e_t al^. to evaluate the mixed solvent

Henry's constants. The points in the upper part of Figure 7-6 show

the experimental data and the dashed line shows our representation

of it. With this excess volume representation the bubble pressures

were high for systems containing mostly n-decane and low for systems

containing mostly n-butane.
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We investigated whether tliis discrepancy could be due to

9experimental error in the excess volume of Reamer e^ al. All other

experimental excess volume of hydrocarbon mixtures, supported by the

BrjJnsted congruence principle, indicates that the excess volume is

skewed towards high mole fractions of the smaller component and that

a simple expression symmetric in volume fraction is sufficient to

correlate it. Therefore, we have used such an expression with the

same maximum excess volume as indicated by Reamer £t £l. (full line

in the upper part of Figure 7-6) .

The lower part of Figure 7-6 shows the calculated mixed solvent

Henry's constant corresponding to Reamer's data and our postulated

excess volume respectively. Table 7-1 shows the calculated bubble

pressures and vapor compositions and comparison with the data of Sage

et^ a]^. when our postulated excess volume is used. The results are

as good obtained for the binary systems (Chapter 5), but they should

be viewed with caution since they are obtained with a plausible but

experimentally unconfirmed excess volume function. We again note

the high sensitivity of the calculation to the input volumetric data

and the importance of its reliability for practical application of

the method.

7.4 Application to Gas Solubility in Complex, Uncharacterized
Solvent Mixtures

One final question remains: Can the theory be used to predict

gas solubility in complex liquid mixtures? We propose the following

method based on our experience with the theory. Consider the solubility

of a gas in a liquid mixture where no component has a high vapor pressure
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(say < 1 atm) . In this case at high pressures we can assume that

the vapor phase contains very little of the solvent components.

Thus we can calculate the gas solubility by

g H Y
g g

(7-3)

<p can be calculated from any equation of state valid for the

gas; H can be calculated from a low-pressure solubility measurement;

and Y can be calculated from our theory by treating the solvent

mixture as a pseudo component where the parameters are obtained by

compressibility measurements and the binary parameter is assumed

equal to zero.

This method is likely to be useful for hydrogen solubility in

solvent mixtures since the calculated nonideality is insensitive to

the binary parameter. Unfortunately, we do not have any such data

available. Therefore, we tested the method on methane solubility

o 13
in an n-butane-n-decane mixture at 100 F.

This system requires minor modifications to the above approach.

The mixed solvent pressure is not negligible and therefore we modified

Equation (7-3)

.

(P-P^^)(J)

Further, the results are sensitive to the binary parameter and

it must be estimated. Finally, the pseudo solvent parameters must be

estimated. For all these quantities we assumed a simple mixed solvent
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mole fraction average. The methane vapor phase was described by the

Q

Redlich-Kwong equation. The results are shown in Figure 7-7. (In

Figure 7-7 we also show the results if a zero value of the binary

parameter is assumed.) The good comparison with experimental data

indicates that it is viable to treat the solvent mixture as a

pseudo component.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have formulated a practical problem in terms

of fundamental quantities, but have not hesitated to use empiricism

to make the numerical calculations tractable. The result is a simple

method to describe complicated systems. We have investigated all the

various aspects separately and have then formulated the approach to

the general problem. We have only one system where we compare our

general predictions with experimental data and even for it the input

volumetric data appears unreliable. However, we are reasonably

confident that further testing will prove the formulation can provide

an adequate description of multicomponent systems.

Reviewing now our methods. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the

prediction of high-pressure vapor-liquid equilibrium. This chapter

shows why it is advantageous to describe liquid fugacities in terms

of a reference state and to describe all deviations from this reference

state by a single model.

Chapter 2 describes our solution theory and shows how it can

be used to provide expressions for the nonideality of multicomponent

mixtures in terms of pair direct correlation function integrals

(hereafter referred to as DCFI) . These expressions are simple to

implement and thus if the DCFI can be evaluated at any condition

the numerical calculations pose no problem whatsoever.

136
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It has been found that for dense fluids the DCFI are insensitive

to the details of the intermolecular interactions. Thus we have pro-

posed a simple empirical model based on research findings of fluid

structure which ensures that the numerical calculations are tractable

and rapid. The model contains only two parameters for each component

and a binary parameter for each pair of components.

Chapter 4 describes the application of the method to the

compressibility of pure fluids. This is useful in itself, but more

important it provides a means of determining the solvent parameters.

Chapters 5-7 describe the application of the model to the

prediction of fugacities in liquid mixtures containing supercritical

components. Our objective has been to use the model to evaluate

liquid fugacities at any arbitrary condition by using only few

easily accessible input data. For binary gas-solvent systems the

only input data required is the molar volume, vapor pressure and

fugacities of both components at the reference state (pure, saturated

solvent). The results of Chapter 5 indicate that our model provides

a very good description of binary nonideality. This gives us confidence

that in the arbitrary multicomponent case the model will accurately

predict the activity coefficients for a change from any solute-free

reference system to any system in which solutes are present.

We have also investigated the evaluation of fugacities in the

mixed solvent state from easily measurable pure solvent quantities.

The evaluation of mixture solvent fugacities from pure component

properties cannot be evaluated by our model to sufficient accuracy,
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but existing methods can perform tliis calculation. Chapter 6 describes

a preliminary investigation of the solute fugacities in the mixed

solvent system; here we perform the calculation of Henry's constant

of a solute in one solvent from Henry's constant of the same solute

in another solvent. Then in the beginning of Chapter 7 we investigate

the prediction of Henry's constants in mixed solvents. The results

are good except for some aqueous systems.

The multicomponent formulation follows easily from the above

results. We require all the pure component parameters and for each

solute the binary parameter in any one (reference) solvent. Now at

each temperature the input data required is the molar volumes and

pressures of all the solvents in the saturated state, the matrix of

Henry's constants of the solute in the solvents (some of which may be

determined using the methods of Chapter 6), and the excess volume of

the solvent mixture. The solute-solvent binary parameters are first

evaluated by ensuring mutual consistency of Henry's constants in the

pure solvents, and then Henry's constants in the mixed solvent state

can be evaluated using excess volume of mixing data. The solvent

fugacities in the mixed solvent state must be evaluated by some

method such as with Wilson's equation or UNIQUAC; this calculation

also yields the mixed solvent bubble pressure. Finally, our model

is used to evaluate fugacities at any condition where solutes are

present using the mixed solvent as the (unique) reference state.

Chapter 7 has a detailed description of the formulation and the

application to the system n-butane-n-decane-methane system.



APPENDIX A
MICROSCOPIC MODEL FOR DIRECT CORRELATION FUNCTION INTEGRALS

We have also investigated a microscopic model for the direct

correlation function integrals. It is in the same spirit as the one

described in Chapter 3: the choice of the model is consistent with

the three considerations we have enumerated (see the beginning of

Chapter 3)

.

A.l Pure Fluid Model

1 2
We start with the Percus-Yevick equation ' which relates the

correlation functions, g and c, via the pair potential, <p

g(r)[e^*^''^ - 1] = - c(r) (A-1)

The approximation has been shown to be a good one especially

for hard sphere fluids.

A quantity y(r) can be defined as

y(r) = g(r) e^*^^> (A-2)

It has been used in perturbation expansions with hard sphere fluids

as the reference fluid since at high densities,

rf / N hs , , , ^^
y (r) ^ y (r) (A-3)
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Equation (A-3) can be combined with the Percus-Yevick equation

to provide an approximation for the direct correlation function and

hence for the direct correlation function integral

C = p y (r) [e "^^^ - l]dr (A-4)

Equation (A-4) is equivalent to Equation (3-3) in the sense that

both equations provide expressions for the direct correlation function

integral as a function of temperature and density. An interesting

consequence of Equation (A-4) is that it predicts the exact second

virial coefficient, for in the limit of low densities

1 • hs , , ,lim y (r) = 1

p-^0

(A- 5)

lim
p->0

1/pK^RT - 1

[e-^*^'^) - l]dr (A-6a)

= 2B, (A-6b)

Equation (A-6b) arises in the statistical mechanical virial

expansion. (Also, see Equation (3-2).)

hs
We obtain y (r) from the solution of the Percus-Yevick equation

3 4
for hard spheres. This has been shown to be very much in error for

r < a. However, it turns out that it is much better than the exact

hs hs
value of y (r) in Equation (A-1) to predict c (r) . The reason for

the apparent anomaly is a fortunate cancellation of errors.
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The function y'^^(r) also depends on the hard sphere diameter

O which is some unknown function of the pair potential and the state

of the fluid. The results are extremely sensitive to a so a predictive

method is unlikely to be successful and we developed an empirical

relation. Assuming two-parameter corresponding states theory is valid

for this property, O reduced by the size parameter of the potential

must be a universal function of the temperature reduced by the energy

parameter of the potential and the density reduced by the size parameter

of the potential cubed. We assumed the pair potential was of the form

given by Maitland and Smith^ and then deduced an empirical correlation

in a manner entirely analogous to the method described in Chapter 3.

The parameters of the correlation are the size and energy

parameters of the pair potential; but for convenience we scaled

them to provide parameters which are equal to the critical tempera-

ture and volume for the reference substance (see Table A-1)
.

As in

Chapter 3 we chose argon (and krypton and xenon suitably reduced )

as the reference fluid since a large amount of reliable data is

available for these substances (see references 12-17 of Chapter 3).

Now the compression data was used to deduce and fit a correlation

for the hard sphere diameter. The equations and constants are shown

in Table A-1. The representation is quite good except in the critical

region. Here, there are some fluid conditions (for example T = 1.115,

p = 0.6) where no value of the hard sphere diameter will give a positive

compressibility. These regions possibly correspond to the fluid condi-

tions for which the Percus-Yevick equation with our pair potential

diverges.
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Table A-1

Correlation for Reduced Hard Sphere Diameter

KT*/e = 1.058 (A-7)

N R-^/V* = 0.4209 (A-8)
av m

where e, R are the energy and size parameters of the Maitland-Smith
m

potential. The constants in Equations (A-7) and (A-8) were calculated

* *
by assuming for Argon T = T , V = V and the pair potential parameters

given by Maitland and Smith.

^1
O/R = — + a. exp -(a.p + a^T) (A-9)

"^ a2 + T ^
^ ^

a^ = 0.90327658

a^ = 0.019053766

a^ = 1.9153663

a, = 0.77038805

a = 2.54478440

p = pV

T = T/T
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As we have done in ChapLer A, this model can be used to

predict the compressibility of any liquid if the correct charac-

teristic parameters are chosen. Alternately, liquid compression

data of any fluid can be used to fit the characteristic parameters,

providing a possible means of parameter determination. The results

of the fitting of a few fluids are shown in Table A-2.

A. 2 Extension to Mixtures

Equation (A-4) is applicable to all pairs in a mixture.

j^g
-3(1).. (r)

c^j = P
J

y-j^'^) [e "-^ - l]dr (A-10)

The unlike interaction (i / j) requires estimation using the

pure component interaction and we have chosen the standard mixing

rule

* A A 1 /9
T. .

= (T.T.)
'

ij 1 J

V. .

/1/3
i
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T. . = T/T.
11 1

(A-12)

p. .
= p .

= p y x.v.
11 mix ^ 11

Now Equation (A-9) can be used to calculate the hard sphere

diameter of each component of the (additive) hard sphere mixture.

hs
Second, while the form of y..(r) is simple when r < o... the

expression is much more complex for r > a... We have chosen to

hs
approximate g..(r) in terms of the value at contact and an equivalent

pure hard sphere distribution function. An average hard sphere

diameter can be defined as

a = > x.a. / ) x.o. (A-13)
av .^,11 .^,11

1=1 1=1

where a is some integer power to be defined later. We find a = 1 is

hs
adequate for the present. If g (o . . ) is the contact value of the

hsP
radial distribution function of the mixture and g (r) the radial

distribution function of a pure hard sphere fluid whose hard sphere

V 3
diameter is a and is at a reduced density of n = ) p.o., then our

av ' .^,11
1=1

approximation is

g,.(r) -1=
',..{o..) - 1

hsP, , ,

; (o )- 1
- av —

r hsP , , Nil
ts (-^ +^av - ^j^-^1

(A-14)

9The form was deduced from the results of Throop and Bearraan'

who numerically evaluated the radial distribution function for various
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hard sphere binaries using the Fercus-Yevick equation solution of

Lebowitz. The approximation should be accurate in the first shell,

which makes a large fraction of the contribution to the direct cor-

relation function integral for r > o...

A. 3 Results

The equations presented provide a means of calculating any

pair direct correlation function integral, C.., at a given temperature

and set of component number densities. Thus the methods of Chapter 2

can be used to calculate the deviations of ideality of any multi-

component system.

Figure A-1 shows the prediction of the deviations from ideality

for the system hydrogen-benzene using the model just described and the

parameters shown in Table A-2. The predicted activity coefficients are

very close to the experimental data of Connolly. For comparison, on

the isotherm T = 533K we show fugacity that would be obtained if ideal

solution had been assumed and also the predicted fugacity if the

Poynting correction alone had been applied.

For other binaries the results are not quite as encouraging.

Although the results at small solute concentrations are comparable

to those obtained with the other model, this model predicts the onset

of critical conditions at concentrations much lower than the actual

(experimental) value. This does not happen with the model we are

presently using. The reason is probably connected to the inability

of the microscopic model to represent the critical region of the

reference pure fluid.
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Another problem with this model is that the expression for

each pair direct correlation function integral must be integrated

numerically. Thus the computer time is very large. Each calcula-

tion of a set of liquid phase activity coefficients for a binary

takes about 1 second on the Amdahl computer at the University of

Florida. Therefore, the calculation of an equilibrium point which

necessarily involves iterations could take a prohibitive amount of

computer time.

In spite of these drawbacks, which probably preclude its

practical usage, this model is useful. The success obtained for

the hydrogen-benzene system indicates that most of the assumptions

are valid. Perhaps with minor modifications it can be made to

describe properties in the critical region. Further, a model of

this sort can easily be adapted to account for orientation dependent

intermolecular potentials.

A. 4 Computations

The integrals in Equations (A-4) and (A-10) have been

evaluated by Gauss quadrature. We give here a listing of the

FORTRAN subprogram that calculates the I-J direct correlation

function integral of an M-component fluid at temperature TK,

molar volume V and mole fraction vector X. The parameters must

be passed to the subroutine in the COMMON CHAR. There is no

requirement on the units for the variables except that those for

temperature and volume in the calling statement and the COMMON

must be consistent. For completeness, we also show the subroutine
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which calculates the radial distribution function of the hard sphere

fluid (GRHS) and the exponential of the Maitland and Smith pair

potential (EXBF)

.
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APPENDIX B

CARNAHAN-STARLING EQUATION FOR MIXTURES

1 2
The Carnahan-Starling equation provides a very accurate

expression for the calculation of the properties of hard sphere

mixtures. From this equation the i-j direct correlation function of

an n-component hard sphere mixture of component number densities

p,,p^...,p and hard sphere sizes o, ,0^, . . .a can be expressed as
^l'^2 '^n ^ 1' 2' n

-
l^= (a.+ 0^)^/(1-^) +\3o^}.E,^[{ar^ o.)^ + ajj.] + 3E,-^{a^^.)^{or^ o.)

+ Co(a.a.)^/(l-C3)^ + 9(0.0^^2)^/(1-^3)^ + ^2^oj5.)^/{l-E,^)^

X {9^2(0.+ o.) + 6^^oj3. + [6 + K^i-l^ + 9E,^)]/K^

- (a.+ 0.) C2[6 + ?3(-15 + 12^)]/^3

+ ^20.0. [6 + ^3(-21 + ^3(26 - 14C3))]/C3}
'

+ 6^2(0.0^)^ £n(l-^3)/(C3 (1 - (a.+ o.)^^ + ^20.0^/^3)

n

where ^^ = T L P '^
a 6 .^T 1 1

1=1

In the limiting case of a pure fluid, the above equation reduces to

- C = 2^,(4 - ^J/(l-C.)^
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1. N.F. Carnahan and K.E. Starling, J. Chem. Phys., 5j„ 635 (1969)

2. G.A. Mansoori, N.F. Carnahan, K.E. Starling and T.W. Leyland,
J. Chem. Phys., 54, 1523 (1971).



APPENDIX C

This appendix describes the numerical method we use to calculate

the activity coefficients of the components in an arbitrary n-component

system due to a change from a reference state to a final state.

The critical state must be specified by the temperature T, the

r r r
set of mole fractions x , the molar volume v , and the pressure P .

The final state can be specified by the same temperature T (note that

the theory describes only isothermal changes) , the set of final mole

fractions x , and either the final pressure P or the final molar

volume V . With the former specification, Equation (2-22) must first

be used to solve for v and then Equation (2-25) can be used to cal-

culate the activity coefficients; the latter specification allows

direct evaluation of the activity coefficients from Equation (2-25).

ACTCF is a subroutine which implements the above scheme. All

integrations are done by an A-point Gauss quadrature. The direct

correlation function integrals at any given condition are calculated

by the subroutine DCFINT. The evaluation of v requires an approximate

solution. This is accomplished by using the subroutine N0NLN3.

Since the solution for v is approximate, an initial guess is

required. This guess does not have to be very accurate and thus for

2
this purpose we have adapted the correlation of Prausnitz and Chueh

for the saturated volume of a multicomponent liquid. The estimate

assumes that the change in volume from the initial to final state
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follows their two-parameter corresponding states theory with the

critical constants replaced by our characteristic parameters.

initial Prausnitz-
. f. guess r , , f r, Chueh ,„ ,^(v )

" = V + (v - V ) (C-1)

This initial guess is apparently adequate since we have not

experienced any convergence problems for any system.

We give a listing of the subroutine ACTCF, SDFINT, N0NLN3 and

*
of two sample programs which demonstrate how ACTCF is used.

References for Appendix C

1. M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, "Handbook of Mathematical Functions"
(Dover Publications, Inc., New York, New York, 1965).

2. J.M. Prausnitz and P.L. Chueh, "Computer Calculations for High-
Pressure Vapor-Liquid Equilibria" (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ, 1968).

Note that all computations are done in double precision
since this is required by the nonlinear fitting subroutine.
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